Annexure-III

Q.1 Do you consider that Chief Minister is king-pin in policy making? Yes/No.

Q.2 Do you think that as a strong leader the will of the Chief Minister alone contributes to policy in itself? Yes/No

Q.3 Do you think that political situation (in a coalition or minority government) in the state does influence policy making? Yes/No

Q.4 Do you think that the close relationship with Central Government or otherwise does influence the policy making at the state level? Yes/No

Q.5 Do you think that these days the cabinet influence the policy making? Yes/No

Q.6 Do you think that bureaucracy does always have impact on policy making? Yes/No

Q.7 Do you think that apposition parties do influence policy making? Yes/No

Q.8 Do you think that on controversial matters press/media influence policy making? Yes/No

Q.9 Do you think that phenomenon of corruption has any influence on policy making? Yes/No

Q.10 Do you feel that sense of awareness and vigilance among citizens does influence the policy making? Yes/No